It is only now, after one decade of adaptive control theory development following on from the self-tuning-regulator (STR) algorithms of Astran and Wittenmark, that the original insights imbedded in its design are justified by a rigorous global convergence theory, as outlined in the paper.
INTRODUCTION
The challenge that the self-tuning regulator (STR) [11 presents to the theorist is to match the simplicity and robustness of the algorithm with a theory as to why it works as well as it does.
Early simulations hinted at global convergence under a plant minimum phase assumption for ARMAX (autoregressive moving average exogenous input)
plants. However, analysis in [2, 3] and simulations in [4] show that, as in open-loop extended least squares schemes [2, 5, 6] , for "highly" correlated plant noise, there may not be asymptotic optimality. Thus a now familiar strict positive real condition on the noise model is introduced or side-stepped using the techniques of [7] .
The first convergence analysis techniques applied to the STR assumed a priori closed-loop stability and then gave asymptotic results [1, 2, 3] .
Then global convergence results where achieved for stochastic approximation based versions [8] . What then of the least squares based adaptive control?
To date, extended least squares techniques in adaptive estimation and control have global convergence theories as in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] only when the state estimates include the a posteriori estimates, and the parameter updates include noise model parameter estimates.
The theories apply only to indirect adaptive control schemes. It is known [14, 15] that the original STR can be viewed as an extended least squares scheme employing a priori noise estimates in such a way that the plant noise model parameter estimates are not updated or used in the controller. The STR is a truly direct adaptive controller not requiring explicit estimates of the plant noise model parameters.
The intuition behind the original STR design and some subsequent "direct" adaptive control algorithms is that only the minimum variance controller parameters need to be identified, and these can be consistently estimated on line in a self-tuning scheme by virtue of plant noise alone.
The addition of persistently exciting input or reference signals, at the expense of asymptotic optimality, is not required to achieve this. This iS in contrast to the case for the direct adaptive control schemes of [9, 10] with persistence of excitation results as in [11, 13] .
In this paper, the open-loop and closed-loop global convergence theories of [9, 13] are generalized to cope with a priori noise estimates in the state estimates, and thereby to cope with the original STR modified by a (weighting coefficient) selection factor. Moreover, for the closed-loop STR, it is shown that plant noise, assumed to exist, is sufficient to give persistence of excitation and thereby asymptotic optimality.
THE STR AND A PRIORI NOISE ESTIMATION
In this section, a rationale IS given for the orignal STR based on a priori noise estimation. where, without loss of generality taking !L= n,
An additional requirement of our theory development is that the polynomials B and (A-C) be relatively prime.
An 'a priori' Extended Least Squares Scheme: Consider state estimates: estimates Wk k-Ĩ to be the plant outputs (2.5) can be written as:
The algorithms (2.6), (2.8) now simplifies . yk in (2.6)) STR algorithm, deleting zero The term diag{On+m, In} in (2.6c) ensures that Bk exists, although its necesity is a hint to the persistence of excitation issues to arise later.
Weighting Coefficient Selection:
In practice, the tk selection is taken as a constant in the presence of stability. (Note that~kak is invariant
Of ;k when ;k=y*O, so that without loss of generality take Y=I.) However, in the presence of instability it is known from simulations that improved performance can be achieved by giving less weighting to the recent data, or equivalently having a decreasing ?k. Our theory calls for a monotonically non-increasing ;k (at least asymptotically). The yk selection defined below appears cumbersome at first glance, but allows what we believe is the "simplest" convergence analysis. When there is "stablity" and "persistence of excitation" with bounded noise inputs, ;k is Yk=l if tr[pk] and~k'Bk-l f?k decay to Zero "faster" -than sk, and the condition number of pk-l is bounded above (keSl).
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number of pk-l is 1 bounded 'kEs,)- To achieve our objective, we generalize the first lemma and theorem of a sequence of results in [9, 12] , and then observe that the remaining results carry through mutatis mutandis. Enriching yk* to achieve persistency will adversely affect asymptotic optimality [191. 3. For the case when the STR algorithm is organized so as to simultaneously estimate bl, then the above analysis shows that plant noise alone may not be sufficient for persistence of excitation of the states -1 -xk=[yk-l""yk-n uk-1'"uk_m], so that pk+()as k+m, and will not be sufficient -for pk to go to zero linearly.
This 
The second equality follows from a substitution Of~k from (A3)(A5), the third from (2.6b)(A4), and the inequality from (A4)(A5).
Now defining (A1O)
and noting that E[~kWk'qklFk-l] = O, then (A8) leads to
We see that the property (3.la) of the~k, dk selections (2.6d) and Lemma 3.1 ensures that~?dk<m. 
